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Geometrical Stress-Reducing
Factors in the Anisotropic Porcine
Heart Valves
This study carries out a detailed parameter study based on a nonlinear anisotropic fi
element model published previously. The aim of this study is to identify the stress-red
influences from geometrical parameters such as stent height, valve diameter, an
nonuniform thickness of porcine aortic valves under static loading condition. The an
ropy of the valve is considered to be transversely isotropic with fibers oriented alon
circumferential directions, which enables us to use a simple anisotropic constitutive m
using uniaxial experimental data. The results showed that in general, higher stent h
and smaller diameter combined with nonuniform thickness give rise to a much
reduced overall stress level. Although the absolute values of the peak stresses m
influenced by the detailed orientations of fibers, the trends of the stress variation wit
geometrical factors seem to be qualitatively consistent within the parameter ra
considered.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1614821#
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1 Introduction
Prosthetic heart valves have become increasingly used in

treatment of congenital abnormalities and cardiovascular dis
since their introduction in the early 1960s. These artificial he
valves may be either tissue or mechanical. Tissue valves o
many advantages over the mechanical alternatives in that the
much more compatible with the patients who do not need lo
term anticoagulation. However, their mid- and long-term dura
ity is low, especially in children and young adults@1#.

The degeneration is mainly due to calcification and tearing
the valve leaflets. It is widely believed that the stress concen
tion plays an important role in the degeneration. Conseque
numbers of studies on stress analyses of heart valves have
carried out in the last 20 years. In the earlier years, simpler m
brane models of heart valves were used@2–6#, but mostly em-
ployed non-linear membrane elements, sometimes with truss
ments embedded. Later, it was discovered that bending stre
the valve cannot be neglected; subsequently 2-D square elem
with bending stiffness@7#, as well as 3-D brick elements@8# were
employed to model the mechanical behavior of the valves. M
recent models have been built with nonlinear shells, and com
tations were carried out using commercial packages such as M
DYNA3D or ANSYS @9–14#. The majority of these numerica
studies have assumed that the valves behave in an isotropic
ion. However, it has recently been confirmed that the anisotr
of heart valves plays an important role in the valve str
distributions@15,16#.

Native valves, such as porcine and human heart valves,
highly nonlinear and anisotropic. These material properties sho
be considered when modelling the stress distributions in th
valves. Implementation of stress reducing mechanisms foun
the natural aortic valve is important for optimal bioprosthe
valve designs. A proper understanding of these stress redu
mechanisms requires one to identify the key parameters w
govern the stress distributions in the natural valve. It is for t
purpose that the present paper is devoted to a detailed param
study that takes into account of both nonlinearity and anisotr
of the porcine valves, as well as geometrical variations.
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The structure of the paper is organized as follows: the con
tutive model is briefly reviewed in Section 2, the finite eleme
methods and parameters are described in Section 3. Thi
followed by results obtained for different parameters both
isotropic and anisotropic cases. Finally, a discussion is given
Section 5.

2 The Anisotropic Constitutive Model
The highly nonlinear and anisotropic behavior of porcine valv

has been observed in many experiments@17–25#. It has been dis-
covered that the structure of the porcine valves can be regarde
an elastic meshwork, reinforced with stiff collagen bundles, sho
ing an arrangement in the circumferential direction@16#. Earlier
experimental studies were mostly based on uniaxial tests,
though some recent work~e.g. @24,25#! was carried out using
biaxial ones.

Assuming that porcine valves behave like a simple compo
with transverse isotropy, Li et al.@16# showed that five elastic
moduli, namelyEx , Ey , nx , ny , G, for a transversely isotropic
composite can be reduced to the following simpler form:

Ex5Ex~«x!; Ey5Ey~ «̄ ! (1)

Gxy5
Ey

2~11nxy!
(2)

wherex is the local coordinate representing the circumferenc
direction of the valve leaflet,y is the radial direction, and«̄ is the
effective strain. The Poisson ratios,nxy , nyz , are both chosen to
be 0.45 to enforce the~nearly! incompressible property of the so
tissue.

The basic idea behind the model is that if the matrix and
collagen bear the same strain («x) in the circumferential direction,
then the contribution to the total stiffness in this direction will b
primarily due to collagens~sinceEx@Ey); while in the other di-
rection, both contributions are significant~hence the use of the
effective strain,«̄).

Using this approach, it is possible to make use of the unia
experimental data to determine the stress-strain relation, Eq.~1!.
In this paper, experimental data from Mavrilas and Missirlis@17#
is used. For details, see@16#.

-
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Fig. 1 The top view „left … and the side view „right … of the porcine valve leaflet. The leaflet takes the
form of an elliptic paraboloid.
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3 The Finite-Element Model and Methods

3.1 The Geometry. Following Hamid et al.@5# we assume
that the geometry of the valve in closed and unloaded phase
be described by the elliptic paraboloid equation:

x2

a2
1

y2

b2
5z, (3)

wherea, b are related to the stent heighth and the valve diamete
d by:

a5
A3d

4Ah8
, b5

d

4 cosaAh8

a5tg21S d

4hD , (4)

a85aAh/cosa, b851.24bAh/cosa.

This geometry is shown in Fig. 1. Using Eq.~4!, the area for the
whole valve leaflet can be estimated. ForD527.8 mm, andh
519 mm, the area is about 4.89 cm2.

3.2 The Finite-Element Model. The finite-element mode
based on the valve’s transverse isotropy is sketched in Fig. 2.
fiber orientations in Fig. 2a are chosen in such a way so that m
fiber bundles are allocated near the commissural area, as obs
by Sauren et al.@26#. Due to symmetry, only half of the leaflet i
computed, see Fig. 2b.

For a rigid stent, the boundary conditions are such that
displacement is zero along the lineBC ~stent!. The condition of
zero rotation along the stent is not imposed in this study sinc
reality the valves are sewn to the stent so that a clamped cond
is considered too restrictive. Symmetrical conditions are app
on the midlineAC. For the free edge,AB, an incline restraint
condition is imposed to mimic a simplified contact condition@16#.

The nonlinear stress strain relation is then:

$Ds%5@D~E~«!#$D«%, (5)

where Ds, D« are the incremental stress and strain tenso
@D(E)# is the stiffness matrix of the material which depends
the five elastic moduli denoted byE. The final global finite-
element matrix equation can be written as:

@K#$U%5$F%, (6)
25, OCTOBER 2003
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where@K# is the stiffness matrix,$U% is the displacement vector
and$F% is the load vector. This matrix equation is solved using t
update Lagrangian method combined with the modified Newt
Raphson method@16#.

The finite element code has been validated carefully in the p
vious study. It was found that 900 Reisser-Minlin 8-node sh
elements with 2921 nodes are sufficient for the computatio
accuracy required@16#.

3.3 The Parameters. A systolic pressure of P516 kPa~120
mmHg! is applied to the closed valve in a static phase. The m
parameters in a stented porcine aortic valve are the stent he
and the valve diameter. The diameters are chosen to be within
range of the stented bioprosthetic aortic valves made
AORTECH ~AORTECH International PLC!. For a given diam-
eter, a range of different stent heights can be used. The param
ranges studied in this paper are listed in Table 1. Note that
increment value for the stent height within each range is chose
be 1 mm.

Most of the numerical simulations published to date have
sumed uniform thickness for the valve leaflet. However, porc
heart valves exhibit extensive variation in thickness from 0.2 m
in the belly zone to 1.4 mm to the free edge@27# as shown in Fig.
3. In this paper, non-uniform thickness is also considered a
parameter. For comparison, the corresponding nonlinear isotr

Fig. 2 „left … The fibre orientations and „right … the finite element
model „only half of the leaflet is computed … with 900 nodes. As
three nodes are used along the shell thickness, there are three
layers in the finite element model.
Transactions of the ASME
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model is also computed for all parameters. The stress-strain c
for the isotropic model is taken to be the average of the t
stress-strain curves in the circumferential and radial directions
shown in Fig. 4.

4 Results

4.1 Stress Distributions for Valves of Uniform Thickness.
The distributions of the longitudinal normal stress~in the circum-
ferential direction!, the transverse normal stress~in the radial di-
rection!, and the in-plane shear stress for both isotropic and
isotropic porcine valves with a uniform thickness are shown
Fig. 5, for d527.8 mm, and h519 mm.

It is notable that the longitudinal normal stress is the most s
nificant stress component present in the valve. This is becaus
longitudinal normal stress is very close to the first principal str
~in the composite mechanics, however, the term first princ
stress is less commonly used!. It is not surprising to see that th
longitudinal normal stress level increases in the anisotropic c
The stress concentration occurs at the area where the fiber
more compactly located. Consequently, the other two stress c
ponents, namely, transverse normal and in-plane shear stress
reduced in this case. However, the difference, in terms of ma
tude, between the isotropic and anisotropic cases for these
stress components is not as significant as in longitudinal nor
stress.

The distributions of the longitudinal normal stress for differe
stent heights andd527.8 mm are shown in Fig. 6. There are a fe
observations to be made on this figure. Firstly, for the isotro
valves, the peak longitudinal normal stress seems to appea
ways at the top of the stent height, while for anisotropic ones

Fig. 3 Representative stress-strain curves in the circumferen-
tial and radial directions for fresh porcine valve measured by
Mavrilas & Missirlis †17‡. The stress-strain curve for the corre-
sponding isotropic model is taken as the average of the two
curves, as shown in the middle.

Table 1 The parameters of the stented porcine aortic valves

Diameter,
d (mm)

Stent
height,
h (mm) Isotropic Anisotropic

Uniform
thickness

~mm!
Nonuniform

thickness~mm!

20 14–29 Yes Yes
24 13–24 Yes Yes 0.6 0.2–1.4
27.8 12–20 Yes Yes
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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Fig. 4 The variation in thickness of the porcine valves. The
thickness counters are based on the measurements by Clark &
Finke †27‡.

Fig. 5 The stress contours for porcine valves with a uniform
thickness. Top: longitudinal normal stress; middle: transverse
normal stress; and bottom: in-plane shear stress. d
Ä27.8 mm, hÄ19 mm. The values on the contours are given in
kPa.
OCTOBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 737
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Fig. 6 The longitudinal normal stress contours on the top surface of a porcine valves with
uniform thickness for dÄ27.8 mm, and „a… hÄ14 mm, „b… hÄ19 mm, „c… hÄ24 mm, and „d… h
Ä28 mm. The values on the contours are given in kPa.
d
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shifted slightly below. This happens consistently in all the geo
etries, and is obviously due to the fact that the fibers are pac
much more densely near the commissural area, as reporte
Sauren et al.@26#. Secondly, the stress concentration at the con
5, OCTOBER 2003
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area seems to be less severe in the anisotropic cases. Finall
value of the peak longitudinal normal stress decreases as the
height is increased, and this happens both for isotropic and an
tropic cases.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 7 The stress contours for porcine valves with a non-uniform thickness. Top:
longitudinal normal stress; middle: transverse normal stress; and bottom: in-plane
shear stress. dÄ27.8 mm, hÄ19 mm. The values on the contours are given in kPa.
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4.2 Stress Distributions for Valves of Nonuniform Thick-
ness. The longitudinal normal, transverse normal and in-pla
shear stress distributions for the valve leaflet of nonuniform thi
ness are shown in Fig. 7 ford527.8 mm,h519 mm. This is to be
hanical Engineering
ne
k-

compared with Fig. 5. The longitudinal normal stress contours
different stent heights andd527.8 mm are also shown in Fig. 8
to be compared with Fig. 6.

On the whole, the stress patterns seem to be much more ev
OCTOBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 739
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Fig. 8 The longitudinal normal stress contours on the top-surface of a porcine valve with the
nonuniform thickness, and for dÄ27.8 mm, and „a… hÄ14 mm, „b… 19 mm, „c… 24 mm, and „d…
28 mm. The values on the contours are given in kPa.
, OCTOBER 2003 Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 9 The peak longitudinal normal stress versus the stent height for porcine valves with three different diam-
eters. The solid curves are results from the anisotropic valves, and the dashed ones are for the corresponding
isotropic valves.
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distributed in the nonuniform thickness cases, suggesting tha
non-uniform thickness acts as a stress reducing mechanism.
important difference from the results in Section 4.1 is that for b
isotropic and anisotropic cases, a secondary stress concentr
occurs in the belly zone. This is because the belly zone is m
thinner than the rest of the leaflet. Therefore, for the same loa
condition, it yields a larger deformation, and hence a grea
stress.

It is noted, however, that the original high-stress sites for val
of uniform thickness~see Section 4.1! remain unchanged, i.e., th
peak longitudinal normal stress stays at the stent top for the
tropic case, and at the commissural area just below the top fo
anisotropic case. The nonuniform thickness seems to only red
the intensity of these stress concentrations.

4.3 The Peak Stress Variations With Diameter and Stent
Height. The variation of the peak stresses with different geo
etries can be investigated in more detail here. The peak long
l of Biomechanical Engineering
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dinal normal stress versus stent height for three different dia
eters is plotted in Fig. 9, for both uniform and nonunifor
thickness. The dashed curves in Fig. 9 are for the isotropic mo
and the solid ones are for the anisotropic model. For all cases
peak longitudinal normal stressdecreaseswith the stent height.
Also, a smaller diameter seems to correspond to a much low
stress level. Again as we observed in Section 4.2, the nonunif
thickness of the valve gives rise to a much reduced stress pat
This is even more significant in the nonuniform thickness cas

The variation of the peak transverse normal stress with the s
height and valve diameter is shown in Fig. 10. In contrast to
longitudinal normal stress, the general peak transverse no
stress level is much lower in the anisotropic case. In addition,
nonuniform thickness seems to decrease the peak transverse
only in the isotropic case; the peak stress is increased by a s
amount due the nonuniform thickness in the anisotropic case.
the other hand, a lower transverse stress level still correspond
Fig. 10 The peak transverse normal stress versus the stent height for porcine valves with three different
diameters. The solid curves are results from the anisotropic valves, and the dashed ones are for the correspond-
ing isotropic valves.
OCTOBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 741
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Fig. 11 The peak in-plane shear stress versus the stent height for porcine valves with three different diam-
eters. The solid curves are results from the anisotropic valves, and the dashed ones are for the correspond-
ing isotropic valves.
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a higher stent height for both isotropic and anisotropic cas
while the diameter seems to have very little effect on the p
transverse stress.

Variation of the peak in-plane shear stress with the stent he
and valve diameter is shown in Fig. 11. The anisotropy also
duces the peak in-plane shear stress, for both uniform and non
form thickness cases. The peak in-plane shear seems to dec
slightly with stent height for the uniform thickness, but this tre
is not clearly present in the nonuniform case. It is again noticea
that the smaller diameter gives rise to a lower level of the p
stress, but the nonuniform thickness seems to have very little
fect here.

5 Discussion
This paper assesses the geometrical factors that may reduc

stress concentrations in porcine valves using an anisotropic m
published previously@16#. A composite constitutive model is use
whereby the elastic moduli were estimated from uniaxial exp
mental data. It could be argued that biaxial experimental data
more suitable in constructing the constitutive model. Howev
very few biaxial experimental data reported to date are comp
enough to construct a universal constitutive model@18#, Billiar
and Sacks@24,25# have reported a more complicated constituti
model based on their biaxial measurements of porcine ao
valves, but their model is derived for a thin membrane, not a s
of finite thickness used here. In addition, if the valve structure
truly transversely isotropic, as we have assumed, then the
pling effect from the radial to the circumferential direction~which
is absent in our model! is less significant, since the ratio of th
elastic moduli between the two directions is large~.6!.

We have seen that detailed fiber orientations can be impor
In the anisotropic case, the area packed with more fibers gives
to high stress concentrations. The fiber orientations we assum
this paper are chosen to be similar to that observed by Sa
et al.@26#. To see if our results are robust for small changes of
fiber orientations, we have changed the fiber orientations sligh
and discovered that, although the absolute values of the p
stresses may be different, the trends of the peak stresses wit
stent height and valve diameter as shown in Figs. 9–11 are s
lar. This observation is supported by the fact that even in
extreme ~isotropic! case where no fibers are present, the pe
stresses still present some similar variations with the stent he
ol. 125, OCTOBER 2003
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and valve diameters in Figs. 9–11. Therefore, we believe our
servations are useful as a general design guide for bioprosth
heart valves. However, if the absolute values of the stresses in
valves are of a major concern, then the elastic moduli of t
constitutive model should be estimated from more precisely m
sured fiber orientations and perhaps constructed from biaxia
even 3-D experiments.

In all the results showed above, the commissure edge and b
zone are found to be the most vulnerable sites for a valve w
non-uniform thickness and anisotropy. These two sites are dire
associated with the areas of more compact fiber bundles or
regions where the valves are thinner. This is in agreement with
experimental study by Milano et al.@28#, in which they found that
98% of calcific deposits were located near the commissural a
and 76% were in the body of cusps.

It should be noted that unlike Hamid’s calculations@5# where a
constant leaflet area is used throughout, we did not fix the are
the paraboloidal leaflet in our calculations. Therefore, the area
change with the different geometric parameters used. The
variation with the stent height and the valve diameter is shown
Fig. 12. In Fig. 12, the area increases both with the stent he
and diameters, as expected. One might at first speculate tha
decrease of the longitudinal normal stress with the stent he
found in our simulations is simply due to the corresponding
crease of the valve area. However, if this is true, then the decr
of the stress with the diameter would be difficult to explain.
addition, this stress decrease with the stent height has also
observed by Hamid et al.@5# for isotropic and uniform thickness
valves with a fixed valve area.

We believe the most important geometrical influence on
stress distributions is associated with the way the valves facing
systolic pressure. For a greater stent height, or a smaller diam
the valve tends to curve away more from the direction of
pressure, therefore reducing the longitudinal normal stress.
can also explain the increase of the transverse normal stres
this configuration induces extra stretch in the radial direction. T
seems to strongly suggest that to reduce the longitudinal nor
stress in the valve, the stent height should be increased, or
diameter decreased. However, one should be cautious here
has also been argued that a smaller stent height would minim
protrusion of the struts into the left ventricular outflow tract in
the aorta and may also reduce turbulence@29#.
Transactions of the ASME
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Limitations . There are several limitations in the results fro
this study. First, only static loading is considered, whereas
dynamic behavior of the valves can be important. Thr
dimensional dynamic simulations of bioprosthetic aortic valv
have been performed before@15,30#. However, as time dependen
stress analysis involves highly complicated blood flows as wel
fluid and structure interactions, it is as yet beyond our compu
tional power to carry out an extensive parameter study, as we h
done here, for anisotropic valves under a dynamic loading
addition, although the valve undergoes a dynamic pressure
stresses during the cycling phase, it experiences its maxim
stress level when it is closed.

Other limitations of the work are that the valve is assumed to
symmetric, with the leaflet shape prescribed by an elliptic para
loid, and the contact area described by a simpler incline c
straint. Actual 3-D geometries have been considered previo
@30#. However, as these geometries are subject dependent
‘‘irregularity’’ of the geometry cannot be easily incorporated in
a parameter study without losing its generality. Also, as mentio
before, due to the lack of sufficient experimental data, at
present the elastic moduli from this model are still estimated fr
uniaxial studies.

6 Conclusion
A detailed parameter study of finite element simulations is c

ried out to analyze the stress distribution for a nonlinear and
isotropic porcine heart valve. The results are compared with
corresponding isotropic porcine valves for both uniform and n
uniform valve thickness. This is the first time that these geome
cal effects are assessed in detail for non-linear and anisotr
porcine valves.

It is found that the anisotropy tends to move the stress con
trations towards the area of more densely packed fibers. Co
quently, the peak longitudinal normal stress increases, and
peak transverse normal and in-plane shear stresses decrease
uniform thickness plays a significant role in reducing all the pe
normal stresses, as a result of much more evenly distributed s
patterns. This is true for both anisotropic and isotropic cases.

Higher stent height reduces the longitudinal normal stress,
increases the transverse normal stress, but has no obvious
on the in-plane shear stress. Therefore, if the longitudinal nor
and in-plain shear stresses concentration are of concern, th
would be advantageous to use the highest allowed stent he

Fig. 12 The variation of the area of the valve with the stent
height for the three different diameters used
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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Finally, it has been discovered that the smaller the diameter,
better the stress distributions in the valve leaflets in all cases
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